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NEWSLETTER

Japan Day 2018: The Best So Far?

Kaminari Taiko
rd

Japan Day returned to Manchester on June 3 , a
beautiful day ushering in the event at a venue we
haven’t used before- the Sugden Sports Centre.
The Centre, our most spacious Manchester venue
so far, is conveniently located between
Manchester Metropolitan University and
Manchester University.
The day was busy from the outset and remained so
throughout. There were two stages; a main
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

stage and a martial arts stage. The martial arts
stage was away from the wall for the first time,
meaning the audience surrounded the action- thus
adding to the atmosphere.
The main stage saw some truly incredible
performances and demonstrations. Kaminari
Taiko played Japan Day for the first time and their
extraordinary muscularity, power and
coordination took Taiko drumming to new levels.
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Manchester Japan Day 2018
For their final performance they each donned Tengu
masks, adding menace and threat to their already
thunderous power.

her koto; and of course, the colourful cosplayers
showed just how good they are at costume dressing
and making during the Cosplay Competition.

For the first time at Japan Day, performances based
on Japanese folk tales were presented by the
DIPACT theatre troupe. Their interpretations were
an updated version of the original tales, their
innovation in style bringing a new dimension to the
stories.

The final and climatic performance on the main
stage came from the outstanding tsugaru shamisen
player Keisho Ohno. He played as part of a unit
called “Shampia”, which also included a keyboard
player; Japan Day was the first date of their UK-wide
tour. The band played a combination of boisterous
songs and slower, moodier pieces that reminded me
of “slice-of-life” anime soundtracks. Both musicians
were outstanding, Keisho in particular playing with
extraordinary skill. Their final number was the “007”
theme, played with great vigour and received with
huge enthusiasm by the audience.

Awa Siren was a revelation; she has been
performing her beautiful “Awa Odori” dance at
Japan Day for a number of years now, but this year
took the female and male dances to new heights.

This was, in terms of performances and overall setup, probably our beat Japan Day so far. Thank you
to all who made it possible including the sponsors,
stage and set-up crew, PA company and sound
engineer (the sound was immaculate), volunteers,
societies, performers, stallholders, food retailers,
the JSNW Committee and of course all those who
attended and helped to make it such a great day.
Jill Clay from Festival of Japan gave us an excellent
demonstration of the highly complex art of kimonodressing with her customary skill and good humour;
Sumie Kent performed some lovely new pieces on
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Article by Tim Evans, photos by Kevin Howes
and Tim Evans
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Manchester Japan Day 2018: Suspense of the Raffle.


Did you buy raffle tickets at our Japan Day on June
3rd? It is always hard work finding raffle prizes. It
usually involves asking many people for their
kindness to donate a prize.
This year, we had a very special prize; a calligraphy
set made in Japan, kindly donated by a member. I
must admit I had a slight concern; in the past, there
were some raffle prize winners who declined the
prize. Even one top prize winner, who won an air
ticket to Japan from London, declined! I still
remember when she told me on the phone that she
was not interested. This experience made me think:
What if the person who won the prize did not know
anything about calligraphy? But it turned out such a
concern was absolutely unnecessary.

Our second prize was a dinner-for-two voucher
from Shoryu ramen in Manchester. The winner of
this prize was not at the venue, but I realized I knew
her last name. She is the wife of my former student
of Japanese! I had just learned only a few days
before that she was accepted as one of the assistant
teachers of English on JET programme and that she
is going to Japan this August. Living in Japan had
been a dream for her for a long time, and after lots
of effort, she at last managed to realize her dream.
What a perfect way to celebrate her new beginning!
Her luck does not seem to know where to stop.

“Shampia” playing their excellent set

Yuko Howes and Keisho Ohno draw the raffle
The calligraphy prize was the only one whose
winner was still at the venue. Surprisingly, all of the
other winners had gone home by the time of the
raffle prize draw. I was very happy to see the winner
coming up to the stage. I was even thinking of giving
her a calligraphy starter lesson, until I saw her last
name; it was Japanese! That means her husband
must be Japanese. Sure enough, he was waiting for
her next to the stage. I talked to him to find out that
he had some sort of calligraphy certificate! What a
perfect couple the prize went to! He said he would
be very happy to teach her how to do calligraphy. I
am sure this calligraphy set will bring their life more
enjoyment.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

This year, our special guest, Keisho Ohno, a
professional tsugaru shamisen player who came all
the way from Japan for us, drew the winners. His
group had been unsuccessfully looking for an
opportunity to play in the UK until they found me.
Japan Day provided a perfect opportunity for them
to come to Manchester. I was very happy that their
concert at our Japan Day became their UK-premier.
It turned out that Keisho and his group members
were all big fans of Manchester United, and they
managed to visit the Old Trafford stadium before
the concert, so they were all the more happy.
I am sure our seventh Japan Day was successful
again in bringing joy to many people, and seeing
many happy faces is the best reward for me.
Article Yuko Howes, Lead Organiser of Japan Day.
Photos Kevin Howes
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Japan Day: the Cosplay Competition
The cosplay competition was a fantastic success
with 15 exciting contestants in a menagerie of
costumes. The characters ranged from Ghibli to
computer game and anime characters. It was a close
call on the winners, with a lot of very good
costumes entering the competition. There was
much deliberation made on the third place slot with
Haru from the Cat Returns, Princess Mononoke and
Ashitaka being a few that were in the running.
After much deliberation Fundoshi and Kogoro from
Bakumatsu Rock took third place with their
colourful hand-made cosplays; a stunningly elegant
Marie from Splatoon took second, in her lovely
kimono; and finally big shout out to Reece who took
first place with his threats to subjugate human life
to his will and his interesting Char Aznable Cosplay
from Mobile Suit Gundam (lucky winners below).
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Rail Travel in Japan
Steve Little gave a presentation on his travels in
Japan at the 2018 AGM. Here he describes the
practicalities and rewards of rail travel in Japan.
Like many of my generation I first became
interested in Japan through the influence of cinema,
especially Akira Kurasawa’s films, and the impact of
the 1964 Tokyo Olympics which corresponded with
the introduction of the first shinkansen train
services. Japan is of particular interest to British
railway enthusiasts because so much of the
infrastructure created following the Meiji
Restoration was influenced by UK practice with
British products much in evidence in the various
railway magazines around the country.

1871 locomotive built in Newton-Le-Willows
In pride of place in the JR East Museum at Omiya,
north of Tokyo, is a modest tank locomotive
constructed in Newton-le-Willows.
Finally, a special thanks to all those who made the
cosplay Competition possible: from our three
fabulous judges, the boisterous announcer and the
committee members who worked behind the
scenes to sort out the Loot Crate for our winner.
Article by Alice Cordon, photo Kevin Howes.
Videos of Japan Day performances can be found on
our Youtube channelhttps://www.youtube.com/user/jsnworguk/
More photos are available on our websitehttp://jsnw.org.uk/photos/albums/japan-day-2018/
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Due to Japan’s mountainous topography 3’6” gauge
was selected for long distance routes although
standard gauge was used for many private local
lines. When high speed lines were planned standard
gauge was selected for the new purpose-built
routes.
In the late 60s, as an architecture student, I
subscribed to the following magazine following my
interest in both traditional and modern Japanese
design. However, by the time I first visited Japan in
1991 I had changed both career and country and
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Rail Travel in Japan: A Comprehensive Guide
travelled from Australia to Kobe for a conference
on ‘Organisations, Technology and Information
Systems’. On subsequent visits over two decades I
travelled to all four main islands of Japan making
use of the JR Pass available to overseas visitors to
travel extensively.
On both JR and private lines fares are graded
according to the speed of service with higher fares
required for limited express trains. However, the JR
pass allows travel on all but the very fastest JR
Central and West shinkansen services, greatly
simplifying matters for the foreign tourist. In
addition individual JR companies offer their own
regional passes at a lower cost and regions such as
Kansai, covering Kobe, Osaka and Kyoto, offer
passes which cover both public and private
operators.
The JR pass has to be pre-purchased outside Japan
and all of these passes have to be activated for
their seven day or longer validity. The cost of the
seven day JR pass is roughly equivalent to the
return shinkansen fair from Tokyo to Osaka and
allows unlimited travel. Since most first-time
visitors are keen to see both Tokyo and Kyoto, this
is a very attractive proposition.

The Suica Card, economical for local travel
For a traveller wishing to spend several days in one
area, for example Tokyo or Kyoto, it is more
economical to delay activation and purchase the
local Suica or Pasmo travel card. These are the
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

equivalent of the London Oyster card and allow
travel on all operators in an area, including Metro,
trams and buses and eliminate the need to work
out individual fares for each journey. As I
frequently undertook my explorations following a
conference this is my preferred combination. Full
information can be found at
http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/pass/suica.html

Impressive yet complex ticketing can be avoided
using the Suica Card
Since 1964 shinkansen services have been
extended to all but one of the main islands and
visitors can cover considerable distances with ease
but it is the local railways which provide an
outsider with a window into everyday life in Japan.
Railways are an integral part of life in Japan, both in
the densely settled urban conurbations where
millions of passengers are transported daily by
Japan Railways and numerous private competitors
and in the sparsely settled rural areas where the
local railway provides a lifeline to smaller
communities.
Japan’s National Railway company was divided into
regional passenger companies plus a rail freight
corporation in 1986 and these are being privatised
in stages. The motivation was the mounting debt
and operating losses of JNR. However, unlike
Britain where loss-making lines were rapidly closed
during the 1960s, Japan offered a ‘third sector’
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Rail Travel in Japan: A Comprehensive Guide
alternative where local authorities were able to
support lines of social value. This means that the
foreign traveller can still reach out of the way
communities by rail.

Takayama - ‘Little Kyoto’ - and other mountain
resorts and until the completion of the Hokoriku
shinkansen provided an alternative route via Tokyo.
In 2015 the Hida Wide-view Limited Express
provided an hourly service.

“Third Sector” operator in Yamaguchi Prefecturelike many, dependent on school pupils
The first high-speed route, the Shin Tokaido line
linking Tokyo with Osaka, has reached capacity
despite increases in speed from 220kmh to 300 kmh
and from 10 to 16 car trains.

Winter on the Takayama line!!

Shinkansen units connect at Morioka; the
southbound red travelled at 80kph from Akita but
will travel onwards at 200mph towards Tokyo
Construction of a maglev alternative route is
underway (operating at 500kph and serving Tokyo,
Nagoya and Osaka) but by taking one of the
secondary lines, such as the Takayama main line
linking Nagoya with Toyama on the Sea of Japan,
visitors will encounter a very different environment.
This non-electrified single-track route serves
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Some lines bypassed by the growing shinkansen
system have been passed to private regional
operators who require a supplementary fare on top
of the JR Pass. Elsewhere, however, existing 3’6”
gauge lines have been converted to standard gauge
so that so-called mini-shinkansen units built to
operate on the narrower clearances can service
cities such as Akita and Yamagata directly from
Tokyo. This reflects regional politics, and is a very
different philosophy than that of HS-2 in the UK.
Since 1991 provision for foreign tourists has
improved greatly and recently the Japanese
government has been very successful in promoting
international tourism to the extent that articles in
the national press are expressing concern about the
impact on the most popular locations.
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Rail Travel in Japan: A Comprehensive Guide
It is still possible however to find less frequented
destinations. The Hyperdia website provides English
language details of all public transport connections,
road rail and ferry, between any two locations in the
country. It is an invaluable tool with which to
maximise the value of a rail pass:
http://www.hyperdia.com/en
There are a variety of excellent guides catering for
most tastes but for rail enthusiasts, Japan by Rail is
a must as it covers both JR routes and a number of
private and third sector operators. Towns and cities
are described along with the types and frequencies
of trains that serve them. The main features of the
lines, plus the location and direction of the best
views, are also covered. Many Japanese cities have
retained tram systems while others have invested in
new light rail and the book covers the urban
transport necessary to access various sites of
interest. Naturally transport museums feature
prominently among the attractions described.

The whole of Hokkaido retains a pioneering feel
more akin to Canada or Alaska than the rest of Japan,
with an air of remoteness and mild neglect, lightly
rusting snow ploughs and other equipment can be
seen around the rail yards. Signage on the island
includes Russian and Korean as well as simplified and
classical Mandarin - the last catering for the many
Taiwanese tourists.
I ventured to Yoichi looking for a fisheries Museum
described in the local tourist brochure. Instead I
found a space museum and a major whisky distillery,
the former celebrating a local hero and the latter
bringing an unexpected touch of the Scottish
highlands to the town.

Yoichi Nikka Whisky Distillery

JR Central Museum, Nagoya: 100 series Shinkansen
double-decker dining car
As with many guidebooks, updates rely to a large
extent on feedback from users and in 2014, on my
first visit to Hokkaido, I submitted an entry on
Yoichi. Yoichi is a small town an hour west of
Sapporo on the coastal rail line, which eventually
turns inland and south serving several winter resorts
before re-joining the principal route on the south
coast at Oshamambe.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

An NHK TV mini-series ‘Massan’ tells the story of the
founder of the Yoichi Nikka whisky distillery. Sent to
Scotland by his family to study chemistry at Glasgow
University he returned with a Scottish wife and a
desire to develop a Japanese whisky industry. The
couple are celebrated with several plaques and
statues across the town. Such serendipity is one of
the delights of travel by rail in Japan, and while JR
Hokkaido remains in public ownership and struggles
with its finances, the country as a whole remains
accessible by what is my own preferred means of
transport.
Article and photos by Steve Little, Japan
Railway Society.
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Future JSNW/Japanese Cultural Events
JSNW Manchester Social and Japanese
Conversation Evening,
Friday 27th July
7pm to 9pm
A relaxed evening of food and conversation hosted
by Yuko Howes, our former Newsletter Editor. You
can practice your Japanese if you wish but do not
have to, so please come and enjoy yourselves.

ture JSNW Events
Future JSNW Events

Venue- Samsi, 36- 38 Whitworth Street,
Manchester, M1 3NR

Editor’s Comment
On Monday I was talking to someone in Japan who told me Manchester is currently as hot as Tokyo,
though not as humid. Whilst summer in Japan is known to be hot, what is less known is that is also
wet- 70 to 80% of Japan’s rainfall occurs between June and September. And when it does rain, it rains anything you’ve ever seen in the UK will not prepare you for it. At least it is possible to get a cheap
umbrella from just about anywhere.
Since the last newsletter we have, of course, hosted Japan Day- held for the first time at Sugden Sports
Centre just off Oxford Road, Manchester. It was an excellent venue, our largest so far, which meant
everyone had a comfortable amount of space. Performances all round were outstanding and we were
very, very pleased with how the day went.
Thank you to everyone who contributed articles to this newsletter- particular thanks being due to
Steve Little from Japan Railway Society for his highly impressive overview of rail travel in Japan.
If you would like to contribute an article please contact me, Tim Evans, at newsletter@jsnw.org.uk. If
you have been to Japan I would like to receive your stories, if you have news and reviews of
exhibitions, recipes you have tried, bands or books to recommend or review, anything you’re
interested in- I’d love to hear from you.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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